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Abstract� The paper treats the problem of automatic generation of
communication interfaces between hardware devices such as FPGAs and
ASICs and software �programmable� devices such as microprocessors� In
���� we introduced an object�oriented approach to interface generation
starting from a coarse�grain process graph speci�cation level to the �nal
device�dependent implementation� Here� we present generic templates
of how to implement hardware�software interfaces� in particular in the
scope of rapid prototyping environments that use recon�gurable hard�
ware devices such as FPGAs� The major concerns here are �� e�ciency
of communication protocols �speed�� �� low implementation complexity
�area�� �� synthesizability� and �� low power dissipation�
Keywords� automatic interface synthesis� low power design�
hardware�software codesign� rapid prototyping

� Introduction

Embedded systems impose strong constraints on design criteria such as area�
speed and power dissipation� These often force a mixed implementation consist�
ing of microcontrollers and microprocessors for implementing software function�
ality� and ASICs and FPGAs for hardware processes�

In order to �nd an appropriate solution which best �ts the speci�cation�
design space exploration is neccessary� With the advent of con�gurable comput�
ing paradigms and the availability of powerful compiler and synthesis tools� the
exploration of di�erent design alternatives in the design space �rapid prototyp�
ing� has become a reachable goal� However� automatic interface synthesis� which
generates a link between the communicating processes� becomes of increasing
interest and importance and hence a key factor for rapid prototyping�

In 	
�� we introduced an object�oriented approach to automatic interface gen�
eration� Starting with a graphical speci�cation in the form of a data ow graph
�i�e� SDF graph 	���� and given a partition of tasks �nodes� onto hardware and
software modules� we explained how the required communication channels as
implied by the arcs in the graph may be re�ned such that the required interfaces
in hardware and software �drivers� could be automatically synthesized� Due to
the restricted communication semantics of the underlying data ow graph model
�uni�source� uni�sink FIFO�bu�ered channels with blocking read� non�blocking
write semantics�� the re�nement could be done in a completely automated man�
ner�



Here� we want to focus on implementation aspects of hardware�software in�
terfaces of a particular class of target architectures that use recon�gurable hard�
ware devices such as FPGAs� In this area� the generated interface must satisfy
the following requirements�

� e�ciency of communication protocols �speed��
� low implementation complexity �area��
� synthesizability� and
� low power dissipation�

First� the communication should not slow down severely the application�
Second� the interface should occupy the least amount of chip area possible� Also�
the generated interface code should be synthesizable using existing compiler and
hardware synthesis tools� Finally� there are sometimes power constraints that
dictate a certain implementation� With these concerns in mind� we introduce
�� an e�cient interface protocol� 
� an interface template for communication
on and with recon�gurable hardware devices� �� A gated�clock implementation
is proposed for minimizing the power dissipation of the functionality that is
implemented in hardware�

In the following� we present an e�cient protocol for synchronizing two com�
municating partners in hardware �Section 
�� a generic hardware template for
interfacing a recon�gurable hardware device with a microprocessor� and an e��
cient and power saving implementation of hardware using a gated�clock technol�
ogy �Section ��� Finally� we describe how these interface techniques are embedded
into our object�oriented interface generation tool HASIS 	
��

� Templates for hardware�software communication

In 	��� we described di�erent interface models for communication between pro�
cessors and hardware components� Here� we propose a special e�cient interface
protocol for two communication partners being mapped onto hardware devices
being clocked with the same clock and a generic hardware�software interface
template�

��� An e�cient synchronization protocol

Between independent subsystems we use a handshake protocol as described in
	�� for synchronisation� In the context of this paper� we assume that subsystems
use the same clock and that the exchange of data is synchronized to this clock�
Each subsystem has a request line for each channel to request a transmission
and an acknowledge line to get the request of the communication partner� The
events on that lines are described as follows�

req� � ready to transmit data at the next active clock edge
req� � no further data to transmit

The communication takes place at the next active clock edge if both commu�
nication partners have released an event req�� The protocol has the following
properties� �� symmetric� 
� communication within one clock cycle possible� ��
request remains valid until it is acknowledged� �� easy to implement�



Example �� Figure � presents the synchronisation between two synchronous sub�
systems A and B of unknown computation time� Each node signals a request for
communication by emitting req�� e�g� reqA�� The communication takes place
at the next rising clock edge where both events reqA� and reqB� have been
emitted �see in Fig� � times X� Y and Z��
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Fig� �� Synchronisation between two synchronous subsystems

��� Generic hardware�software interface template

Similar to 	��� we use a con�gurable interface template between hardware nodes
and programmable software devices� e�g� microprocessors� It consists of three
concurrent parts �see Fig� 
a� which allows to switch o� power of unused circuit
parts and is generated by HASIS 	
� for various processors�

�� The address decoder decodes the addresses and enables parts of the controller
logic if an appropriate address has been used by the microcontroller� This
block contains combinational logic and an optional address register in case
of a shared bus for address�data�


� The controller logic contains state machines to implement a speci�c micro�
controller bus protocol and the state machines for the request lines �see
Section 
��� of the connected hardware nodes�

�� The data I�O part is a �de�multiplexer for the access to the shared resource
microcontroller data bus� There exist three di�erent unidirectional transfer
elements �see Fig� 
b� which may be instantiated as input or output� They
are activated by the enable signal e through the controller logic� The TRI�
STATE switch realizes a direct link between the data bus and an internal
channel� With the asynchronous register� data may be stored at any time�
The synchronous register allows to save a data value at the next active clock
edge�

� Reduction of power consumption of hardware nodes

Power dissipation of sequential circuits is proportional to the used clock fre�
quency and is a design constraint for embedded systems� Numerous approaches
like 	�� and 	�� present solutions to reduce power� Here� we propose a gated�clock
	�� �see Fig� �a� which allows to switch o� parts of a sequential circuit that are
actually not in use�

Our implementation makes use of the handshake protocol between syn�
chronous subsystems as proposed in Section 
��� The idea is to stop the clock of
a hardware node if there is no further computation to do� Therefore� a node has
two di�erent modes�
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Fig� �� a� HW�SW interface template� b� data I�O components

� node enabled� The node is running by executing its task�
� node disabled� The node is waiting for data transmission on all of its channels
and therefore the clock is disabled� The clock is reenabled if at least one
request for data transmission is acknowledged�

An implementation of a gated�clock power saving scheme may be described as
follows� To each subsystem� a clock circuit is added which observes the node
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Fig� �� a� Gated�clock� b� circuit structure� c� modes of node A

state and the request lines of all channels of the node� e�g� Fig� �b��

Example �� Figure �b� presents two nodes A and B connected via one channel
�only request lines shown�� Each node has an additional clock circuit and an
output signal �e�g� runA� which shows the node activity �i�e� runA��� node A
runs� runA��� no further computation for node A�� The clock circuit disables
the node clock �e�g� clkB� if there is no computation to do�

Example 	� Figure �c� presents the two node states of node A in Fig� �b�� The
node remains disabled as long as its request isn�t acknowledged� For simplicity�
only conditions which force a state transition are shown�

Example 
� Figure �a� shows a possible circuit implementation� If the system is
implemented on an FPGA� e�g� the XILINX XC���
XL� each gated�clock circuit
requires only one CLB �con�gurable logic block�� If the node clock �e�g� clkA�
is enabled� it has one gate delay compared to clk� Figure �b� shows parts of
the timing diagram for the gated�clock circuits in Fig� �a�� At time X node A



releases reqA� which is not acknowledged at the next clock edge� Therefore clkA
has been disabled �see Y�� It is reenabled if node B releases its reqB� �see Z��
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Fig� 	� a� Circuit for gated�clocks� b� timing diagramm for gated�clock

To satisfy the setup�hold conditions between a hardware�software interface and
a hardware node� the req� event of the interface is delayed for a half clock period�

� HASIS� a hardware�software interface generator

An object�oriented approach is taken for the generation of interfaces 	��� The ma�
jor advantage of the object�oriented approach was to de�ne classes for abstract
communication interfaces such as via I�O ports� shared�memory communication�
using DMA or interrupt facilities� etc�� which are supported by almost any kind
of microprocessor family on the market� In order to allow code generation for a
new microprocessor� only few device�speci�c parts of the code generation classes
have to be recon�gured or rewritten because of class inheritance� see 	
��	���
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